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Title word cross-reference

3-axis [327]. 3D [598].

9 [102].

Facilitating [336, 394, 433, 337, 452].

Facial fabrics [384].

Explicit eye expression [375, 491, 74, 41].

Externalized experience [177, 164].

Extended Eyelid [332].

Expressive face [36, 127, 201, 293, 393, 395].

Expression [127, 80, 125, 338].

expressions [547, 467, 31, 336, 337].

Expressive fabric [384].

facial element [22, 591].

eGaLab [64].

EMG [280].

Emotional [127, 233, 467, 526, 336].

EMG-data [280].

emotions [547, 337].

empirically [284].

empower [356].

enabled [187, 575].

endoscopy [404].

Ensembled [84].

Enhanced [94, 120].

enhancement [454].

Entropy [74].

Entropy-based [74].

environment [208, 267, 32, 496, 503, 159, 313, 95].

Environmental [133].

environments [598, 237, 222, 612, 526, 606, 495, 367, 444, 223, 48, 330, 589, 158, 553, 413, 258, 23, 557, 489].

erosion [111].

estimation [291, 424, 378, 347, 315].

Euler [602].

evacuation [356, 436].

evaluating [316].

Evaluation [600, 454, 63].

event [450].

Example [25, 455, 178, 357].

Example-based [25, 455, 357].

examples [177, 164].

experiments [216].

Explicit [416].

exploration [563].

expression [127, 80, 125, 338].

expressions [547, 467, 31, 336, 337].

Expressive fabric [384].

face [36, 127, 201, 293, 393, 395].

faces [335, 425, 142].

Facial [137, 149, 231, 321, 519, 547, 572, 467, 31, 4, 392, 3, 479, 349, 293, 470, 391, 341, 80, 204, 336, 394, 433, 337, 452].

Facilitating [215].

faithful [252].

falling [128].

Fast [10, 471, 552, 280, 609, 297, 110, 198, 252, 151, 387].

faster [605].

Feature [477, 376, 383, 120, 80, 533, 474].

Feature-based [477, 383, 80].

features [79, 291, 32, 27, 65, 293].

feedback [503].

fellowship [409].

FEM [139].

fidelity [110].

field [469, 573, 292, 520, 555, 658, 46].

fields [40].

filters [471].

findings [511].

finite [422, 22, 591].

Fire [516].

Fireworks [283].

first [162].

Flexible [515, 556, 292, 207].

flicking [446].

flight [396].

Flock [584, 238].

flow [164, 518, 609, 40].

flows [543].


fluid-solid [161].

fluidity [523].

fluids [513, 85, 16, 250, 615, 462].

fluorescence [50].

focus [563].

foliage [319].

footprint [357].

footprint-driven [357].

Footstep [390].

force [401, 339].

forehead [613].

forest [319, 110].

Foreword [66].

formation [456].

formations [466].

formulation [515].

fraction [354].

fractional [543].

fracture [515, 594, 386, 463].

fracturing [300].

frame [320].

frames [309].

framework [26, 8, 165, 266, 391, 254, 284].

free [21, 581, 420].

freehand [576].

frequency [54].

friction [370].

friendly [405].

full [558, 420].

full-body [420].

Functionally [56].

functions [517].

Furystyling [285].

fusion [8].

future [215].

Fuzzy [371, 359, 416].

FVDM [558].

gait [502].

gallery [63].

Game [109, 467, 399, 366].

gameplay [536].

games [422, 588, 541].

gaming [317].

gaseous [85].

Gaussian [579].

gaze [276].

general [165, 351].

Generalized [259].

Generating [143, 203].

Generation [233, 310, 454, 100, 167, 152, 183, 408, 301, 414, 528, 588, 13, 128, 567, 130, 81].

generator [389].

Generic [2, 208].

genetic [359, 577, 42].

genetic-fuzzy [359].

genus [143].

genus- [143].

geodesic [245].

geometric [291, 201, 15, 278].

Geometry
joint [269, 438, 334, 39]. juggling [504].


large-scale [110, 574]. laryngoplasty [270]. latency [146]. lattice [403, 428, 140].


level-of-detail [574]. levels [83]. life [32].

lifting [596]. ligament [497]. light [48, 428].


locomotion [325, 495, 150, 199, 421, 13]. logic [342].

lookup [378]. low [249, 202, 298, 123].

low-dimensional [249, 202, 123].

luminance [520].

machine [422, 327]. machining [327].

Macroscopic [592]. magnetic [546].


manipulation [282, 345]. manipulative [244]. mannequins [112]. map [165].


markerless [41]. markers [398]. markup [288]. matching [406, 403, 300, 94, 246, 245].


Meshless [386, 71, 484, 591]. metaballs [363].

metamorphosis [96, 40]. method [185, 165, 85, 503, 252, 377, 591, 140].

methodology [268]. methods [8, 258].

microscopic [592]. Microsoft [536].


minimum-norm [259]. mirror [43].

miscible [354, 250, 140]. missing [398].

mission [528]. mission-based [528]. mixed [304, 609].

Mixing [55]. mixtures [140].

mobile [213]. mocap [399]. modal [320].

model [45, 59, 292, 65, 599, 199, 558, 585, 458, 210, 239, 324, 511, 540, 84, 401, 161, 433, 587, 22, 542, 482, 571].

model-based [324, 571]. modeler [168].


Modelling [415, 195, 611].

models [249, 141, 202, 376, 203, 351, 414, 51, 247, 41].

modular [116]. momentum [73, 302, 182].

momentum-based [73, 182]. monocular [42].

monotonic [86]. Morphing [46, 98].
273, 97, 180, 88, 194, 143, 584, 20, 344, 142. mosaic [454]. Motion


Multiple [61, 462]. multipliers [370]. Multiresolution [319]. Multiscale [375].


parameters [118]. Parametric [445, 244]. parametrized [531]. participating [428].

Particle [464, 483, 372, 513, 515, 543, 615, 161, 567].


Performance [274, 425, 445, 3, 391, 566, 158, 519].
representation [450, 398, 574].
reprojection [564]. research [423].
resolution [67, 397, 244, 610]. respiration
responsible [526]. Responsive [261].
Restoration [554]. retargeting
[106]. 391, 394, 321. retargetting [341].
retexturing [93]. retrieval
[533, 576, 78, 482]. reusing [209]. revealing
[547]. Review [102, 498]. RGB [571].
RGB-D [571]. rhinoplasty [348].
rhythmic [153]. rich [158]. richer [547].
Rigging [352, 277, 447]. Rigid
[514, 286, 377, 246, 282, 331].
Rigid-motion-inspired [514]. Ripple
[443]. river [281]. roadmaps [553]. Robust
[262, 562, 172, 20, 485]. rods [370]. role [31].
rotation [309, 101, 602].
rotation-minimizing [309]. rural [558].
saliency [375]. salient [520, 245]. sampled
[98, 592, 20]. sampling [194]. sandstorm
[179]. saturation [518]. scalable
[443, 222, 144, 157]. scalar [469]. scale
[110, 574, 245]. scanning [396]. scans
[293, 168, 395]. scattering [206]. scenario
[528, 588]. scenarios [263]. scene [206].
scenes [155, 408, 558, 55, 95, 429, 574].
scheme [406, 222]. science [423]. screen
[158, 76]. sculpting [56]. Search [443].
segmentation [530, 577]. selective [415].
self [361]. self-disclosure [361]. semantic
[572, 589, 533]. sensing [150]. sensitive
[376]. sensor [571]. sensorial [32]. sensors
[9, 160, 549, 546, 570]. sequence [602].
sequences [310, 445, 593, 152, 350, 375, 135,
99, 459, 530, 602. 48, 131]. serious
[588, 413]. services [216]. set [420]. shader
[279]. shadow [554, 259]. shadowing
[303, 95]. Shape
[47, 238, 345, 406, 405, 59, 90, 149, 403, 227,
341, 300, 246, 282, 595, 294, 590].
Shape-constrained [238].
shape-controllable [595].
shape-preserving [59]. shapes [412].
shared [367, 503]. Shear [101, 253].
Shear-rotation-warp [101]. shell
[183, 278, 285, 518]. sign [397, 288]. signals
[4]. Silhouette [76, 277]. Silhouette-based
[76]. similarity [229]. Simple [351].
simplification [117, 308]. simulate [163].
Simulating [276, 543, 509, 510, 82, 330].
Simulation [388, 221, 462, 140, 269, 36, 176,
371, 267, 594, 358, 2, 476, 385, 251, 353, 384,
402, 612, 289, 119, 465, 484, 512, 346, 565,
348, 386, 473, 234, 364, 505, 252, 463, 210,
133, 511, 144, 583, 592, 483, 615, 570, 17, 401,
372, 435, 518, 91, 69, 436, 24, 497, 14, 305,
297, 331, 523, 383, 327, 198, 253, 387, 440].
simulations [67, 191, 254, 306]. simulator
[118, 586, 255, 403]. simulators [268].
Single [475, 573, 614, 519]. single-depth
[614]. single-layer [573]. singularity [420].
singularity-free [420]. site [55]. situ [327].
Situation [342]. size [31, 158]. sized [57].
skeletal [82]. skeleton [593, 315, 129].
skeleton-driven [593]. skeletonization
[377]. sketch [356, 576]. sketching [275].
skin [36, 280, 430, 149, 519, 130, 297, 248].
skinning [581, 296, 134, 200, 377, 129, 196].
sky [206]. sliding [297]. small [509]. smoke
[92, 385, 89, 289, 595, 198]. Smooth [339].
smoothed [513, 515, 543, 615, 567].
smoothed-particle [615, 567]. smoothness
[469]. Snap [254]. social
[467, 586, 307, 599, 527, 239, 509]. socially
[361, 526]. soft [170, 384, 401, 433, 22].
soft-fabrics [384]. soft-touch [170].
software [162]. solid
[483, 161, 372, 462, 331, 387]. solids
[513, 70, 16]. solutions [611]. solver [512].
song [6]. sound [141, 100]. Space
[444, 11, 572, 325, 531, 430, 534, 555, 112,
spatial [123]. sparse [549, 398]. Spatial
[309, 353, 226, 385, 599, 457].
Spatial-temporal [353]. Spatiotemporal
[535]. Special
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